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Solution

Cities are made of people.... People
live from stories .... Stories that
make history and build comunities
.... Comunities that make the city
goes ALIVE

FACE BERLIN is the way of knowing
Berling through the eyes of each
and every cityzen that join along ....

 

HOW?

1st. POST YOUR DIGITAL
POSTCARD
with the photo or photomontage
that symbolizes the spirit of your
comunity or city/Berlin. Culd be one
or more than one, could have
people or none.... must be the way
you feel your city

with a story or a statment or a word
to define it

2nd. SHARE THE SPIRIT

with your comunity and inside your
social network .... collect likes and
see the comments .... be part of the
SPARofFAME ... the digital WALL OF

http://www.jovoto.com/projects/guteideenfuerberlin/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/guteideenfuerberlin/ideas/36169
https://uploads1.jovo.to/idea_attachments/612629/face08_bigger.jpg?1453493734
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Please describe your idea in one sentence.

FACE BERLIN is the way of knowing Berlin through the eyes of each and every citizen that join
along ....
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Who will benefit from your idea, hence whom is your idea directed towards?

Every citizens and communities of Berlin
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Why is your idea “good for Berlin”?

see above please
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How many people do you think will benefit from your idea?

see above please
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In what way does the Berliner Sparkasse gain visibility through your idea?

being everywhere and spread stories of lives and communities.... supporting projects and
improve the city progress
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Which kind of people and how many of them will take notice of your campaign?

the larger is the network .... the larger the campaign and those outside the network can see it on
the turistic institutions
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How much do you estimate the annual budget for the implementation of your idea to
be?

very few .... only the production of the book that will be payed with a percentage of the selling
price
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Creative's profile

joanaf
DESIGNER

Creative's top 5 skills

User Experience, Packaging Design, Communication Concept, Service
Design, Web Design
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